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Abstract  
A mathematical model to predict the stress–strain behavior of fibrous concrete com-
posites under random cyclic compressive loadings is developed. The envelope 
unloading strain is used as an index of load history, while the plastic strain and 
reloading strain are predicted as functions of the envelope unloading strain for both 
full and partial unloading and reloading. The model is independent of the expression 
used for the envelope curve. Comparison with cyclic data shows good agreement. 
The model can be used for completely random loadings, in both the pre–peak and 
post–peak ranges. It is suitable for both plain and fibrous concrete composites. The 
model has been built using MATLAB language computer program facilitating the 
advanced mathematical 
difficulties of solving and differentiating complex expressions. 
In this paper, the monotonic stress–strain curves of Al-Sulayfani model [1] for fi-
brous concrete had been adopted. 
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  انة الليفية تحت الحمل الدورياالنفعال للخرس–نمذجة منحنى اإلجهاد

  الخالصة
االنفع ال للخرس  انة اللیفی ة المس  لحة تح ت أحم  ال    –ت م تط ویر نم  وذج ریاض ي ی  تكھن بس لوك منحن  ي اإلجھ اد     

  Unloading Strainوق د اعتم د االنفع ال ال ذي یرف ع عن ده الحم ل        . االنض غاط الدوری ة المس لطة عش وائیاً    
مرجع  ا یعتم  د علی  ھ ف  ي حس  اب ك  ل م  ن انفع  ال اللدون  ة     Envelope Curveالواق  ع عل  ى منحن  ي الغ  الف  

Plastic Strain وانفعال إعادة الحمل Reloading Strain     سواء في ذلك وض ع الحم ل أو رفع ھ ك امًال أو 
إن النموذج الذي تم اشتقاقھ غیر مرتبط بنموذج منحني الغالف للخرسانة، ویمكن االعتماد علیھ مھم ا      . جزئیًا

تم اشتقاق ھذا النموذج .  ورفع األحمال، وھو مالئم لالعتماد في الخرسانة العادیة واللیفیة  كانت طریقة وضع  
   لت   ذلیل كاف   ة الص   عوبات المتعلق   ة بالتع   ابیر المعق   دة    MATLAB باالس   تعانة بلغ   ة البرن   امج الحاس   وبي  

ح  ور الخ  اص اعتم  د ف  ي البح  ث عل  ى نم  وذج الس  لیفاني لمنحن  ي الغ  الف األح  ادي الم  . للریاض  یات المتقدم  ة
  . بالخرسانة اللیفیة
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1. Introduction 
The main objective of this paper is to 

develop a simple but complete model to pre-
dict and describe the stress–strain behavior 
of concrete composites under uniaxial com-
pression due to random cyclic loads. Such a 
model is necessary to determine the response 
of structures subjected to random loadings 
such as those induced by earthquakes. This 
model offers a new way of visualizing the ef-
fects of the loading history for any random 
loading by relating it to a single strain value. 
Energy dissipation may be predicted by sim-
ply integrating the stress–strain response. 
Fatigue life could also be predicted, provided 
that the creep effects are properly 
incorporated. 

Several studies had been carried out 
on the effect of cyclic loads on plain and steel 
fibrous concrete, and therefore a wide variety 
of models for the monotonic response of 
concrete composites are available [2 – 6]. It 
was found that the envelope curve for cyclic 
loading coincided approximately with the 
stress–strain curves for monotonic loading 
[7]. Some curves obtained experimentally in 
Ref. [8] are shown in Fig. (1). 

Some of the key points in the re-
sponse to cyclic loading are illustrated in Fig. 
(2). Point A is termed “unloading point” be-
cause it is the point at which unloading be-
gins. Point B' is the corresponding “plas-
tic strain point” when fully unloaded, while 
point B is the “plastic strain point” when par-
tially unloaded. Point D is a “reloading 
point” because the reloading curve meets the 
envelope curve there. Point C is the intersec-
tion point of an unloading curve and its cor-
responding reloading curve and is called a 
“common point”. Many investigators have 
used these key points in conjunction with an 
envelope curve to develop models to predict 

the stress–strain behavior of concrete under 
cyclic loadings. The new model proposed 
here uses the unloading point, the plastic 
strain, and the reloading point as endpoints of 
the unloading and reloading curves. The 
model is developed in three stages. First, the 
locations of the endpoints of the unloading 
and reloading curves are determined. Sec-
ondly, expressions are presented for the 
unloading and reloading curves. Thirdly, the 
case of random loading is considered which 
is the most important case this paper empha-
sizes on. 
 
2. Locations of endpoints 

The three key endpoints that the 
proposed model is based on are readily 
obtained from the data of tests where the 
unloading and reloading cycles were full or 
complete. Full unloading begins from the 
envelope curve and proceeds until the zero 
stress level is reached. Full reloading begins 
at the zero stress level and proceeds until the 
envelope curve is again reached. The 
unloading and reloading cycles shown in Fig. 
(1) are complete. The point of unloading on 
the envelope will always be known, so the 
other two points will be determined as 
functions of this unloading point. 
 
2.1 Plastic Strain Point 

In previous investigations [2] and [8], 
the plastic strain point was shown to be a 
function of the unloading strain point. In or-
der to describe this relationship in a general 
manner for a variety of plain and fiber–
reinforced concrete, a normalized expression 
was sought. It was also necessary that this 
expression be well behaved at the very large 
values of strain that can be obtained from fi-
ber–reinforced concrete. The equation used 
to calculate the plastic strain is [9]: 
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p = : Normalized Plastic Strain. 

pε :  Plastic Strain. 

0ε :  Strain at peak Stress on monotonic curve 

0ε
ε

ε m
m = : Normalized Unloading Strain 

mε :  Unloading Strain on the envelope curve 

 
The aforementioned expression 

works well regardless of the type or amount 
of fiber–reinforcement in the concrete. 
 
2.2 Reloading Strain Point 

The point at which the reloading 
curve reaches the envelope can also be ex-

pressed as a function of the unloading strain. 
Otter and Naaman [6] suggested to use the 
following equation for predicting the reload-
ing strain:  

r
mm k+=
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1

ε
ε

ε
ε
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Where:  
curve envelope on thestrain  reloading  the1 =mε  

constant reloading =rk  
They proposed to use rk  = 0.1 for 

both plain and fiber–reinforced concrete for 

large values of strain observed ( 1
0

1 ≥
ε
ε m ) and 

rk  = 0 for very small values of strain 

( 1
0

1 〈
ε
ε m ). 

Using the two expressions for plastic 
strain and reloading strain for a full unload-
ing and reloading, the cycle may be predicted 
for any given strain at which unloading  
commences, so the curves to describe the in-
termediate behavior may be developed with 
these endpoints. 

 
3. Modeling of Unloading and 

Reloading Curves  
3.1 Unloading Curve 

The shape of the unloading curve has 
been approximated to be characterized by its 
concavity and single curvature. Many 
mathematical expressions have been used to 
describe it including bilinear, trilinear, 
parabolic and power function (see Fig.(3), 
Fig.(4), Fig.(5)). 

In 1998 Bahn and Hsu [11] proposed 
the following power function to simulate the 
behavior of the unloading curve: 
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Where:  

  
c

u
u f

σ
σ = :  Normalized Stress on Unloading Curve. 

  
0ε

ε
ε u

u = :  Normalized Strain on Unloading Curve. 

  0.195.0 −≈uC : Unloading Coefficient. 

  
c

m
m f

σ
σ = :  Normalized Stress at Unloading Point. 

  
0ε

ε
ε m

m = :  Normalized Strain at Unloading Point. 

11 ≥+= pun ε : parameter expressed as a function of plastic strain 
because the curvature in unloading curve changes 
sharply as the  strain approaches to the plastic 
strain. 

The paper adopts the aforementioned 
formula to express the unloading curve for 
fibrous concrete. 
 
3.2 Reloading Curve 

The shape of the reloading curve in 
compression is more complex. It is character-
ized by a double curvature with mild concav-
ity in the low stress regions, and a sharp re-
versal in curvature near the envelope. Many 
of the existing models simply use a straight 
line to describe the reloading response (Sinha 

et al. 1964: Fig.(3)). A few models use bilin-
ear (Darwin and Pecknold 1976: Fig.(4)) or 
parabolic expressions (Karsan and Jirsa 
1969: Fig.(5)), and one model uses a combi-
nation of exponential and sinusoidal func-
tions to generate a true reverse curvature 
(Zhang et al. [12]). This paper uses the 
model proposed by Al-Sulayfani, Bayar [9]. 
To ensure the double curvature and mild 
concavity in low stress region, the model in-
cluded a polynomial of 3rd degree as follow: 

  
)4(23

LLLLLLLLLLLrrrrrrrr DCBA +++= εεεσ  
Where:  
  rσ :  Curve Reloading on the Stress Normalized  
  rε :  Curve Reloading on theStrain  Normalized  

:,,, rrrr DCBA    Curve Reloading  theof tsCoefficien  
To solve for the coefficients rrrr DCBA ,,, , the following boundary conditions are 

used:  
1. The polynomial passes though the normalized plastic strain point ( 0,pε ). 
2. The polynomial passes though the normalized reloading strain point 

( 11, mm σε ). 
3. The slope of the polynomial at the normalized reloading strain point exactly 

coincides with the slope of the monotonic curve at the same point; i.e. 
( ),( 11)1,1( mmmm cr EE σεσε

= ). 

4. The following expression would be satisfied: 
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Using the expressions mentioned here 

for the unloading and reloading curves and 
their endpoints, in conjunction with Al-
Sulayfani expression for the monotonic 
curve, the stress–strain response can be 
generated for any cyclic loading reaching 
both the envelope curve and the zero–stress 
level. 

These expressions for cyclic loading 
can be used for both plain and fibrous 
concrete (Fig.(6)). Only the monotonic 
response, which is used as the envelope 
curve, is affected by fiber reinforcement 
[13]. 
 
4. Response to random load history 

A model for the stress–strain re-
sponse under a random load history must 
keep some record of the load history and 
make use of it. In order to develop 
such a model, the cases of partial 

unloading and partial reloading will 
be considered. The model pre-
sented in this paper may be used to 
generate the stress–strain response to any 
random loading history. 

The determination of the endpoints 
(unloading point, reloading point and plastic 
strain point) are based on the assumption of 
full reloading and unloading. In order to 
generalize the model, three other cases should 
be considered, full unloading with partial 
reloading, partial unloading with full 
reloading and partial unloading with partial 
reloading. 

Otter and Naaman [6] proposed the 
two following formulas to interpolate the lo-
cations of new reloading point for partial 
unloading and new unloading point for par-
tial reloading respectively: 
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Where:  
reloading full and unloading partialfor strain  reloading  : 1newmε  

unloading during reached stresslowest   :loσ  
parameter unloading partial  :pmn  

strain unloading envelope  theof  valuenew : 
newmε  

reloading during attained level stresshighest   : hiσ  
parameter reloading partial  :1pmn  
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These two cases may be combined to 
produce a model capable of predicting the 
stress–strain response of concrete under a 
general cyclic loading. Any combination of 
full and partial unloading and full and partial 
reloading can then be handled. The only 
information required about the previous load 
history is the current value of the envelope 
unloading strain. The formulas (3) and (4) 
would be rewritten to make use of the new 
interpolated endpoints. 

They suggested to use a value of 8.0 
for each of pmn  and 1pmn  for best calibration 
of the model. 

Fig.(7) illustrates the stress–strain 
curve for cyclic partially  loading and 
unloading. It also substantially explains the 
fatigue failure which is “The phenomenon of 
concrete rupture when subjected to repeated 
loadings at a stress substantially less than the 
static or maximum compressive strength” 
and the fatigue strength which is defined as 
“the fraction of the static strength that can be 
supported repeatedly for a given number of 
cycles“. Fatigue strength is influenced by 
range of loading, rate of loading, load history 
and material properties [14]. The model 
shows that the concrete fails after 20 cycles 
of loading and unloading while subjecting to 
stress ranges between cf66.0  and cf04.0 . 

The most  important feature of this 
model is the use of the envelope unloading 
strain to keep a record of the loading history. 
Some properties of the envelope unloading 
strain as an index of loading should be noted. 
While unloading is occurring, the envelope 
unloading strain, which is in some ways 
a damage index, remains constant. As soon 
as reloading commences, the value of the 
envelope unloading strain begins to increase. 

A further benefit of the modeling 
method described herein is that all of the 
computations are straightforward, and no it-
eration is required. This facilitates rapid 
computation of the response for complicated 
or lengthy loading programs. A computer 
program based on this model was used to 
generate the responses shown in this paper. 
Also the strain energy can be calculated by 
integrating the area under the stress–strain 
curve. 

 
5. Summary and Conclusions 

The paper presents a model for 
predicting the stress–stain behavior of 
concrete under random cyclic loading. The 
three key points (plastic strain, unloading 
strain and reloading strain) serve as the 
endpoints of the unloading and reloading 
curves., for which expressions are also given. 
The cases of partial unloading and partial 
reloading are considered so that completely 
random loadings may be handled. The model 
compares favorably to data obtained from 
various types of cyclic loadings on plain and 
fiber reinforced concrete. 

The envelope unloading strain serves 
as an index of the loading history, providing 
a new way of visualizing the behavior of 
concrete composites under cyclic loadings. 
The model is simple, general and flexible 
enough to be adapted for use in describing 
the behavior of various concrete materials.   
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Fig. (1):  Stress–Strain Curves for Cyclic Loading on Concrete [8] 

 
 

1000 ksi = 6.9 Mpa 
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Fig. (2):  Key Points of Cyclic Response 

 

 
Fig. (3):  Bilinear Path of Unloading Curve [5] 

 
Fig. (4):  Trilinear Path for Unloading Curve [10] 
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Fig. (5):  Parabolic Path for Unloading Curve [2] 

 
 

Stress-Strain Relationship for Fiber Reinforced Concrete under Cyclic Compression
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Fig. (6):  Present Concrete Model under Cyclic Compression 
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Fig. (7)  Partially Cyclic Loading and Fatigue Loading  
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